Simple Subjects & Simple Predicates

Underline the complete subject of each sentence below. Circle the complete predicate.

1. Colorful fireworks lit up the sky.
2. Doctor Sullivan and his talking parrot arrived at the party.
3. I bought a checkered shirt for Nathan.
4. My whole family ate dinner together.
5. The old, wooden motorboat floats on the pond.
6. The tote bag in the closet was filled with books.
7. My brand new smartphone needs to be charged.
8. Mr. McGee's daughter plays soccer with her friends.

Circle the simple predicate in each sentence.

9. James and his friend George played catch with the football.
10. My father told me to turn off the lights.
11. Melissa built a giant dollhouse for her sister.
12. This tiny mouse chewed a giant hole in my sneaker.

Now try this: Write a sentence with seven or more words in it. Have a friend identify the simple subject and the simple predicate in your sentence.
ANSWER KEY

Simple Subjects & Simple Predicates

Underline the complete subject of each sentence below. Circle the complete predicate.

1. Colorful fireworks \textcolor{red}{lit up the sky}.
2. Doctor Sullivan and his talking parrot \textcolor{red}{arrived at the party}.
3. I \textcolor{red}{bought a checkered shirt for Nathan}.
4. My whole family \textcolor{red}{ate dinner together}.

Circle the simple subject in each sentence.

5. The old, wooden motorboat \textcolor{red}{floats on the pond}.
6. The tote bag in the closet was filled with books.
7. My brand new smartphone \textcolor{red}{needs to be charged}.
8. Mr. McGee’s daughter \textcolor{red}{plays soccer with her friends}.

Circle the simple predicate in each sentence.

9. James and his friend George \textcolor{red}{played catch with the football}.
10. My father \textcolor{red}{told} me to turn off the lights.
11. Melissa \textcolor{red}{built} a giant dollhouse for her sister.
12. This tiny mouse \textcolor{red}{chewed} a giant hole in my sneaker.

\textbf{Now try this:} Write a sentence with seven or more words in it. Have a friend identify the simple subject and the simple predicate in your sentence.